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ProMarker Nibs
ProMarkers are double ended with two nibs built in. The broad nib will 
provide various line widths – use the widest flat edge or rapidly filling in 
large areas and the sides and tip when you need narrower stroke weights. 

Then for smaller areas and fine detailing, use the ProMarker’s medium rounded profile nib. 

Which paper works best with ProMarkers?
Letraset Bleedproof Paper is widely regarded as the best to use – although lightweight at just 
70gsm, it has been specially formulated to prevent marker ink from bleeding. It’s also very white and 
smooth and will make your colours look rich and vibrant with high levels of contrast. If you’re not 
using Bleedproof Marker Paper, you should use a heavyweight paper or card stock with a smooth 
coated surface.

Applying ProMarkers to other surfaces
ProMarkers are permanent and can be applied to a wide variety of different surfaces. If you’re 
layering ProMarker onto an ink resistant surface like acetate of glass, this should be done gradually 
to let the colour dry between coats. If applying ProMarker to a textured or porous surface like bare 
wood or textile, the ink will bleed outwards slightly so make allowance for this when working close 
to the edges.  

How do I use the ProMarker Blender?
Blender should be applied generously alongside wet ink to create fluid, subtle graduations between colours. It 
can also be used to ‘drag’ marker ink and soften the edges between colour and white paper.

A coating of Blender applied to your paper before applying colour will keep the ink wetter for longer. This makes 
it easier to blend any colours applied on top and helps achieve smooth coverage. You can also use a pre-coat of 
Blender to make your colours appear more subtle and muted.      
 

Overlaying and Blending
ProMarker inks have a translucent quality making them great for layering and blending. 

Going over the same spot repeatedly gives you a darker tone, 
useful for adding depth and shade.  

It’s also possible to overlay different colours to create new 
colours.  

Overlaying once the inks have dried gives sharper, more 
distinct areas of tone. 

Overlaying wet inks will give a softer transition between 
colours. 

Using ProMarkers alongside other inks
For applying line work, Letraset’s water based, pigmented Fine Liner is ideal. It dries quickly for 
effective use alongside markers with no smudging. If you’re using ProMarkers for Rubberstamping, 
be sure to avoid solvent based ink pads. There are several excellent water based dye ink pads 
available, these will work best with your ProMarkers.  

What if I make a 
mistake? 
It’s quite difficult to make corrections 
when working with markers, so the best 
advice is ‘be prepared’. Use a scrap of 
paper (the same as you’ll be working 
on) and try out different colour com-
binations, taking note of how the dried 
colour appears. It can also be a really 
good idea to preserve your original line 
drawing by working on a copy - Letraset 
Bleedproof Marker Paper is see-through 
enough for tracing or, to save time, you 
can photocopy directly onto it without 
smudging. 
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ProMarker - Product Overview

Extended Colour Depth  
ProMarker colours have a translucent quality 

and can be layered to achieve varying depth 

and opacity. Going over the same spot creates 

a darker tone of the same colour, enabling a 

versatile range of shading effects.          

ProMarkers are professional quality, alcohol based markers combining unbeatable colour performance 

with a low price tag. Below is a summary of ProMarker’s key features…   

Alcohol Based Ink
Because ProMarker ink is alcohol based, 

it can be regarded as permanent and will 

apply to a variety of different surfaces, 

not just paper and card. ProMarkers can 

be used on glass, acetate, plastic, ceramic, 

wood, metal, etc…

Two Built In Nibs
ProMarkers are twin-tipped, with a fine bullet 

nib for detailing and a wider, chisel shaped 

nib for colouring in larger areas. The chisel 

nib can also provide a further variety of line 

widths depending on which side is used.   

High Quality, Dye-Based 
Colour
The colour dyes used in ProMarkers ensure 

even colour lay down, with outstanding 

vibrancy and tonal variation. Unlike ordinary 

felt tipped pens or low grade markers, 

ProMarker colour appears perfectly even, 

with no unsightly streaking.  

Fully Blendable  
It’s possible to overlay different ProMarker 

colours to produce new colours and, 

depending on how wet the ink is, smooth 

transitions can be achieved. A special 

ProMarker Blender is available separately – 

this can be used to soften and merge colours 

together.     

Non-Toxic
ProMarkers are certified non-toxic and 

conform to standard ASTM D-4236
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ProMarker - Colour Chart
ProMarker offers an extensive palette of 148 colours, ranging from subtle pastels through to bold vibrant hues. The colours provide for a broad 

range of creative applications, from design and illustration through to comic art and all kinds of craft-based activities.      
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The colour swatches shown are as closely matched as possible for the method of reproduction. 

A range of sets is 

also available
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